
Q: Does anyone know where I can get hold of outlines
of animals/ plants/trees etc, free of copyright
restrictions. They are needed to illustrate a 'forested
landscape' for a book cover.

A: The Dover Bookshop on Earlham Street, near Covent
Garden, London specialises in non-copyright books many
of which are illustrative/design templates.
www.doverbooks.co.uk

A: Doesn't the outline of England & Wales (without
Scotland) look a bit like an upright rabbit….  Just a thought!

A: For several weeks I have been wondering whether to
post this, now somebody has actually asked for animal
outlines it seems like the perfect opportunity:
http://www.animalsontheunderground.com/

Q: Has anyone any experience of the comparison /
merits of Canvas and / or MAPublisher?

A: I guess what you may mean are the merits of the GIS
component of Canvas versus MAPublisher within
Freehand and or Illustrator. And I can not really answer
that properly, as although I have the GIS component I just
need to learn how to use it!

Have a look at the very user friendly Canvas web
site: http://www.deneba.com/ and then via the Support
link browse the GIS forum. You will get a very good idea
as to what it does via the Visualizing GIS link from the
Home Page and while you are at – and to make Freehand
and 

Illustrator users envious – look at the comparison
charts of overall features (Canvas is both raster and
vector) especially the import/export options plus others
especially transparency.
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COMPUTERS IN CARTOGRAPHY (part 2)

Edited by Steve Chilton

Tales from the Mac Room – a month (or more) in the life of the CARTO-SOC Listserv
As not all members of the Society are subscribers to CARTO-SOC, it seemed a good idea to summarise some of the

information that has been communicated. The following is a summary of a typical couple of month’s transactions. The
questions and answers are not credited to the contributors, but where contact de tails are deemed appropriate to the
answer they are included. As much as possible direct advertising or blatant commercialism his been edited out of these
highlights. It is hoped that publishing this data will help those not “wired” to keep in touch will developments that are
notified through the CARTO-SOC listserv.

CARTO-SoC
The Society of Cartographers maintains an on-line list-serv for the use of members and non-members alike. The
facility is moderated and is intended to be a tool that practicing cartographers and students of the subject may use to
exchange ideas, pose questions, inform others of job opportunities or simply to keep in touch with friends.

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC:

send an email to listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with the message subscribe carto-soc 'your full name' in the body of
the mail.

(For in stance, if you were Gerardus Mercator, and wished to subscribe, you would send the message subscribe
carto-soc Gerardus Mercator to the ad dress: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).

To send a message to CARTO-SoC:

send your email to carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk.

You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC in order to send messages.

If your WWW browser is set up with your correct Email ad dress, simply type subscribe carto-soc 'your full name'
in the box, and send the message.

To unsubscribe from CARTO-SoC:

send an email to listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with the message unsubscribe carto-soc 'your full name' in the body
of the mail.



I am a great supporter of Canvas (now version 9,
PC and Mac) and find I can often do tasks with about
three mouse clicks when other applications take up to 10
for the same thing – but being realistic that probably
shows my competence or rather lack of it in those other
application.

MAPublisher has been around a long time, is
extremely well supported, has close 'Society' links and is
well respected – but competition is usually a good thing
and as I am committed to Canvas the GIS component,
which came out about a year ago, was a very welcome
addition. I know someone who bought Canvas 9 GIS
JUST for the the warping ….

Canvas have traditionally made good educational
deals so if cost is a factor make some comparisons. In any
case it's worth obtaining a single license for both Canvas
9 and the GIS component – just to make your own
comparisons. Both have free demo versions – if you are
really stretched!

Q: I'm involved in a community employment project
to make a video on Milton Keynes without emphasis
on roundabouts and concrete cows! We would like to
film a globe around the 52 degrees lat going west and
eventually coming back to MK after 'flying' over
other major cities and continents along the way. I only
recently disposed of my large 20 inch globe so
wondered if anyone fairly close to MK ie Ox/Cantab
Bham London etc might let us film it in situ.

Alternatively or in addition availability of a 52 Lat ish
'strip' based on remote sensed info…?

A: look at this site http://learn.arc.nasa.gov/worldwind/
All done for you courtesy NASA, and has got every name
on it!

Q: I am hoping to purchase soon a handheld GPS
system and as far as I can tell, the 2 leading
contenders are Garmin and Magellan. I need to use it
to plot points along a walking/cycling route which I
can then download to an Apple Macintosh and use the
points to generate simple maps. I am not too
concerned about having existing maps loaded but it
seems nowadays that all devices are 'all singing and all
dancing' From my limited research it seems that the
Magellan devices are better but the Garmin can speak
to a Mac through a USB/serial link, is this correct?
maybe there are other devices I haven't come across,
any help would be most useful.

A: In my experience, the Garmin eTrex has a much better
track-recording function than the Magellan GPS 315. The
Garmin is 'intelligent' about when to record trackpoints –
it records more when going round corners, fewer on the
straight – while the Magellan appears to sample at fixed
intervals. That said, I've not used more recent Magellans.

The Garmin Geko range have a much higher
capacity tracklog than the eTrex and would be worth
investigating.

Both units should be able to speak to a Mac, using a
GPS-serial cable (cheap ones available from
www.gpsw.co.uk) connected to a USB/serial adapter (I
use the Keyspan USA-19). I use GPSy with my eTrex,
which is a nice piece of software but only runs under Mac
OS 9. A new program called Mac SimpleGPS runs
natively under OS X and seems pretty competent, but only
records lat/long rather than OS National Grid co-ordinates.

A: Geoconnexion has published articles on GPS hardware
over the last two issues. September's article is online at:
http://www.geoconnexion.com/magazine/uk/article.asp
?ID=1651

A: Just one point, if you have a USB only Garmin etrex,
it won't work with a Mac. Ironically a serial port Garmin
will work a serial/USB cable but as yet Garmin don't do a
USB driver for the Mac.

Q: Where can one purchase a map of Europe taken
from a satellite?

A: You might want to take a look at these publications.
http://www.geospatial-online.com/geospatialsolutions/
issue/issueDetail.jsp?id=4718;
http://www.magazines.com/ncom/mag?mid=7006

A: Take a look at: http://www.geogramma.it

A: One way to find free satellite images is the websight
of the Earth Science Data Interface (ESDI) at the Global
Land Cover Facility.
http://glcfapp.umiacs.umd.edu:8080/esdi/esdi_index.jsp

Q: I am looking for information about how to convert
postcode into geographic coordinate (to be used in
GIS). Name of programs that could do it, providers
and any other useful information or recommendation
are welcome.

A: I know in the Netherlands one can commercially buy
transformation tables and/or applications, I guess in the
UK one could find similar provisions… One easy UK
way of doing it is by going to the Multimap site
http://www.multimap.com), typing in a postcode and the
map will have the XY coordinates under it… That
suggests that Multimap has a) programs to do it and b)
could be a 'provider'.

A: You need the Royal Mail PostZon file. This has a
National Grid reference (easting and northing) for most
postcodes, along with some other things like council,
ward, health authority, etc. If you wanted to you could
add in the PAF part as well. This contains the postcode
and the address. Costs are reasonable – from any supplier
such as XYZ Digital Map Company. You can then use
e.g. MapInfo to geocode your points.

A: The Digimap service at Edina have a utility called
Codepoint. You can download conversion files for
different areas in the UK and use those to link to your
postcode data. http://www.edina.ac.uk/digimap/. You
need an Athens username and password to use the service.
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A: There are many sites with online converters some are
downloadable, see: http://www.jibble.org/ukpostcodes/
OR a simple Google search: I would check results to see
if the Postcode area co-ordinates match their true
centroids or their geographical ones. It is possible for the
co-ordinates to actually be located outside of the Postcode
area in the case of areas shaped like a 'C' or 'L or 'V' for
instance'.

Q: Is there a standard PC visualisation package for
the built environment?

A: You don't give much background to your query. One
of my colleagues in Psychology works in this area and
reckons that main players are: 3ds max - for solid
modelling VIRTOOLS - for simulations and drive-thrus
Google search will give you appropriate websites.

A: Here are some good links to some sites dedicated to
urban modelling. There are good software reviews
amongst other things.
http://www.vterrain.org/index.html
http://www.3dlinks.com/
http://www.urbansimulation.com/
http://www.geosimulation.org/geosim/3d.htm

A: 3D Nature does visualization software that tends to be
used for a variety of applications, some of which may be
what you're looking for.
http://www.3dnature.com (main company site)
http://www.3dnworld.com (users' gallery site)

A: Could try www.casa.ucl.ac.uk

A: You might also be interested in communityviz, an
"extension" that works with ESRI ArcView 3.2/3.3 or
ESRI ArcGis 8.3, 9.0
http://www.communityviz.com/

Q: Can you tell me where it is possible to acquire 
6-figure (8 character) OS coordinates for English
parishes and townships? I have looked at Roger
Kain's data deposited with the History Data Service at
Essex but his coordinates are "centroids" for units
such as townships & parishes, not coordinates for
actual locations.

A: Try http://www.magic.gov.uk/ Parishes and towns are
on these maps - I don't know about OS co-ordinates

A: Particularly in smaller settlements, the parish church is
at the centre of the community. For many years the
Central Council of Church Bell Ringers has maintained a
list of churches with bell towers, and this includes OS
grid references. Obviously the list excludes any church
without bells, but it is pretty exhaustive - especially for
southern England.

It's available on the web at:

http://www.cccbr.org.uk/dove/dove.php

but I'm sure the authors could supply it in other formats.

Miscellaneous transactions
There have been many other postings, including:

job opportunities, and many soft ware announcements –
some of which are included later in this column.

Video games and Lord of the Rings to brighten
up BBC weather news

After almost four months of failing to alter this
year's miserable weather pattern, Britain is opting for the
next best thing – a radical and "engaging" new look for
forecasts on television.

Digital experts at the BBC and in New Zealand are
working on technology from video games and the
awesome scenes in the Lord of the Rings film trilogy to
create TV weather which "looks exactly like the real
thing". Instead of relatively simple cartography and
distant satellite pictures of grey blurs arriving from
America, the new system will turn live data into stair-
rods, cumulo-nimbus clouds or bright sunshine …

Full story at: http://media.guardian.co.uk/
broadcast/story/0,7493,1289562,00.html

From a CARTO-SOC submission

Alternative London tube maps

Whilst researching something for this year's Society
of Cartographers conference I came across a web page
with some quite interesting variations on the London tube
map. It was on Owen Massey's "Mapper's delight – The
London Underground diagrams" webpage:
http://owen.massey.net/tubemaps.html

Some of the alternates and animations make good
viewing in a dull moment.

I particularly like the map that morphs between
Beck's tube map and a geographically correct version of
the tube layout.

From a CARTO-SOC submission 

Activities of the ICA Commission on Map
Generalisation and Multiple Representation

The following is an outline of a few of the activities
of the ICA Commission on Map Generalisation and
Multiple Representation.

The Commission is run jointly by Dr Anne Ruas
and myself. Anne is head of the Cogit Research
Laboratory at the IGN in Paris. 

There is a great deal of information on our website,
and this would be worth a perusal since it itemises:

- our remit, terms of reference

- our membership

- recent activities

- planned activities

– in particular the tutorial we will run prior to the
ICA meeting in Spain,
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– our next workshop, also running prior to the ICA
meeting in Spain http://ica.ign.fr/

Terms of Reference

The full terms of reference make for dry reading,
but can be summarised as follows:

The Ambitions of the Commission on Map
Generalisation and Multiple Representation

This commission seeks to foster research and
practical experience in the field of map generalisation,
and provide a network in which researchers and
practitioners can share ideas and developments. We
attempt to 'cross pollinate' through joint workshops,
outreach programmes, and dissemination of research and
papers via our website. We also seek to facilitate
publication of our results in journals and are in the
process of writing a textbook on the subject.

Tutorial

Worthy of particular mention, is our plan to run a
one day 'tutorial' on the science of map generalisation and
multiple representation. In essence the tutorial is to
encourage new membership to our commission – the day
could have been entitled 'All you ever wanted to know
about generalisation but were afraid to ask' and is for
those with brief knowledge of the topic, but wanting to
know more about the theory and how it might be used.
The one day tutorial will take place in A Coruna on
Sunday 10th July.

Workshop

Following on the series of annual workshops
organised by the Commission, our next workshop will be
held on the 7–8 July, in A Coruna, Spain. Open to all, the
two days of presentations, brain storming sessions and
discussions will focus on, but not limited to: 3D and
temporal generalisation, multi scale databases, categorical
and thematic generalisation, methodologies and
algorithms for generalisation, evaluation and quality
control techniques for generalisation solutions,
management of update during the generalisation process,
interface design and inutitive methods for map
specification.

Both these events will immediately precede the ICA
Conference which begins on Monday 11th July.

From an ICA press release

NCSU Libraries Launches $1.044mn Digital
Project with the Library of Congress

The Library of Congress and the North Carolina
State University Libraries entered into a cooperative
agreement to complete a $1.044 million project through
the National Digital Information Infrastructure and
Preservation Program on September 30, 2004. The Library
of Congress is contributing approximately half the total
amount of the project. The NCSU Libraries is partnering
with the North Carolina Center for Geographic
Information and Analysis on a three-year project to collect
and preserve at-risk digital geospatial data resources from
state and local government agencies. Although the effort
will focus solely on North Carolina, it is expected to serve
as a demonstration project for other states. 

The geospatial resources targeted by the NCSU
Libraries’ project include digitized maps, geographic
information systems (GIS) data sets, and remote sensing
data resources such as digital aerial photography. A wide
range of state and local agencies create these forms of
data for use in tax assessment, transportation planning,
hazard analysis, health planning, political redistricting,
homeland security, and utilities management.

State and local agencies frequently offer more
detailed and up-to-date geospatial data than federal
agencies. However, these entities are by definition
decentralized, and their dissemination practices focus
almost exclusively on providing access to the most
current data available, rather than any older versions. In
2003 the North Carolina Geographic Information
Coordinating Council launched a plan to “organize the
geographic information assets statewide” under a
program called NC OneMap. One of the stated goals of
NC OneMap is to ensure continuous access to historic
and temporal data.

The NCSU Libraries and the North Carolina Center
for Geographic Information and Analysis will identify
available resources through the NC OneMap data
inventory and acquire at-risk geospatial data. The project
partners will develop a digital repository architecture for
geospatial data through use of open source software tools
such as DSpace and emerging metadata standards such as
Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS).
In addition, the partners will investigate methods for
automating the identification and capture of data
resources by using emerging Open Geospatial
Consortium specifications for data interoperability. One
outcome of the North Carolina project will be the
development of a model for data archiving and time
series development that can guide and inform digital
preservation efforts in other states and countries.

In 2001, NCSU Libraries received an International
Special Achievement award from the Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESRI) recognizing its
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accomplishments in advancing GIS technology. NCSU
Libraries began offering geospatial data services in the
mid-1990's and was an early leader in collecting data
from North Carolina's local governments. Data resources
continue to be acquired, cataloged, and made available in
the library and through a campus-wide networked server,
and are used by every academic college at NCSU. Other
services offered include assistance with finding and using
data resources, providing access to public workstations,
and training. (http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/stacks/gis/)

The Library of Congress is the largest library in the
world. Through its National Digital Library (NDL)
Program, it is also one of the leading providers of
noncommercial intellectual content on the Internet
(http://www.loc.gov/). The NDL Program’s flagship
American Memory project, in collaboration with other
institutions nationwide, makes freely available more than
8.5 million American historical items. In December 2000,
Congress authorized the Library of Congress to develop
and execute a congressionally approved plan for a
National Digital Information Infrastructure and
Preservation Program. A $99.8 million congressional
appropriation was made to establish the program. The
goal is to build a network throughout the country of
committed partners working through a preservation
architecture with defined roles and responsibilities. The
complete text of the “Plan for the National Digital
Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program” is
available at http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/. This
includes an explanation of how the plan was developed,
who the Library worked with to develop the plan and the
key components of the digital preservation infrastructure.
The plan was approved by Congress in December 2002.

The NCSU Libraries, with more than 3.2 million
volumes, over 51,000 print and electronic serials, and
hundreds of databases, offers leading-edge resources and
services from its central library, the D. H. Hill Library,
and four branch libraries. For full information about the
NCSU Libraries, visit http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/

From an NCSU Libraries press release

Avenza Announces 2004 MAPublisher 
Map Awards Winners 

Avenza Systems Inc.is
pleased to announce the
winners of the 2004
MAPublisher Map Awards – a
competition that showcases the
quality and diversity of maps
that can be produced with
MAPublisher and recognizes and rewards their
excellence.

“Once again the quality of the submissions was
outstanding and presented strong competition in all

categories,” said Ted Florence, president of Avenza
Systems Inc. “We continue to be impressed by the high
quality of the maps our users produce and we
congratulate the winners and thank all entrants for their
excellent display of cartographic skill using
MAPublisher,” he added.

Over 75 individual submissions were received this
year including a great many from overseas including
some from Iran, Australia and Honduras. The Australian
entries proved to be an excellent contingent and won a
number of awards this year. The introduction of the new
Map Collection category for atlases and maps with a
common theme proved to be very exciting and extremely
difficult to judge.

A copy of all winning maps and notable entrants for
this year’s competition will be forwarded to The Map
Division of the Library of Congress in Washington, DC to
be added to the MAPublisher collection established in
2003.

Summary of category winners

2004 Best Map Overall – Craig Molyneux, Meridian
Productions for ‘Australia Wall Map’.

2004 Best Special Purpose Map – Will Pringle,
Australian Geographic for ‘Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park’.

2004 Best Geologic Map – Greg Massaro, Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources – Division of Waters
for ‘2004 Pine County Geologic Atlas, Part B Plate 8:
Hydrogeology of the Unconsolidated and Bedrock
Aquifers’.

2004 Best Topographic Map (tie) – Gianni Belfiore,
Hapax Pubblicita (Mappemondo) for ‘Espace Grand
Paradis’ and Craig Molyneux, Meridian Productions for
‘The Otways 4WD Map’.

2004 Best General Purpose Map – Craig Molyneux,
Meridian Productions for ‘Australia Wall Map’.

2004 Best Thematic Map – Karen Penzes, Weldon
Owen Publishing for ‘World Natural Resources’.

2004 Best Transportation Map – Hans Krenn, DUPLEX
DESIGN GmbH for ‘Swiss Public Transport’.

2004 Best Map Collection – Karen Penzes, Weldon Own
Publishing for ‘Illustrated World Atlas (International
Edition)’.

10 additional submissions received Notable Entry
status.

Details of each map, the associated images and the
notable entries can be found on the Avenza website at
http://www.avenza.com/MPcomp/2004.

From an Avenza press release
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Google Buys Digital Mapping Company

Search enabler Google Inc. announced that it had
acquired digital mapping company Keyhole Corp. for an
undisclosed sum.

Keyhole maintains a multiterabyte database of
digital images of geographic locations, culled from
satellite and aerial snapshots. Users can enter an address
and pull up an image of the specified area; they can also
create flyover animations of locations such as venues and
neighborhoods.

Three-year-old Keyhole covers thousands of cities
and claims to be the largest 3D, commercial imagery
database available online. Its images vary in age from two
months to three years, and its image resolution in some
areas is a fine as 0.5 foot (0.15 meters).

From a press release

Geostats-UK 2005

Queen's University, Belfast, Monday 4th–Tuesday 5th
April 2005

Announcement and call for abstracts

The purpose of the Geostats UK series of meetings is
to draw researchers together to foster collaboration in
geostatistics, to further promote geostatistics in the UK
and to enhance the profile of geostatistics research in the
UK. The meeting is designed to be equally useful to

experts who want to share their latest ideas and students
who want to ask questions and gain feedback and advice.

This is the sixth meeting of the Geostats-UK group.
Like previous meetings at the University of Leicester in
1999 and the University of Reading in 2002, its aim is to
provide a forum in which to present new theoretical
developments and also applied research in spatial
analytical methods. This meeting will bring together
theoreticians and practitioners in spatial analysis from a
range of countries and we welcome delegates from across
Europe and further afield.

The emphasis will be on the methods and
applications suitable for the environmental, Earth and
agricultural sciences. The meeting will embrace a wide
range of topics, such as precision agriculture, remote
sensing, meteorology, ecology, geology, soil science,
mining. The methods will not be confined to geostatistics,
but will also include point processes, wavelet analysis etc.

For more information please see the Geostats-UK
web site: http://www.geostatistics.org.uk

Details about the meeting and a registration form are
available by following the Geostats-UK 2005 link on the
web site.

Submission of abstracts

Abstracts of a maximum of 500 words are welcomed
now and the deadline for submission is Friday 28th
January 2005.

Abstracts should be sent to Chris Lloyd
(c.lloyd@qub.ac.uk). Both oral and poster presentations
will be welcomed and we intend to publish papers in a
peer-reviewed output.
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